
MOSCOW IN THE MAKING

This book, published in 1937, reported on a four-week visit to Moscow in
1936 to study the making of Moscow as a showpiece Soviet capital. At its core
was the 1935 General Plan for the Reconstruction of Moscow but the book was a
study of planning in the Soviet rather than the Western sense. Thus it covered
many aspects of the city’s social and economic life including industry and
finance, education and housing production as well as governance and town
planning. Much first-hand detail is included, based on the visit and the
authors’ meetings with Soviet officials and citizens that illustrate various points,
usually in praise.
The book made a significant contribution towards the growing arguments

in 1930s Britain and other parts of the Anglophone world for a bolder, more
comprehensive and more state-led approach to planning. In turn these arguments
had an important impact in shaping the policies adopted in the 1940s.
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INTRODUCTION

Stephen V. Ward

Moscow in the Making represents the fruits of a relatively short but intense 1936
research visit to the capital city of the Soviet Union by four English experts in
urban and regional affairs. Their aim was to discover how Moscow, the
showpiece city of socialism, was governed, its people educated and housed
and the city’s future planned. The outcome, this book, appeared in 1937 and
was the most substantial foreign work that had then been published on Soviet
city governance and planning. It also brought a new perspective to the
growing debate of the late 1930s in Britain and other Western countries about
how cities and their surrounding regions should be planned and administered.
It showed what could be achieved when city governance and planning had
wide powers, adopted bold programmes and were pursued comprehensively.
But though the results were or promised to be impressive, Moscow also posed
a problem for Westerners – if (and how) similar policies adopted elsewhere
might ever be reconciled with democracy. As such Moscow in the Making gives a
unique contemporary insight on the choices facingWestern societies in the 1930s.

The Soviet Union and Western intellectuals

Such visits were not unusual by 1936. During the interwar years, especially in
the 1930s, it became fashionable for Westerners, particularly those holding
progressive views, to see the Soviet Union at first hand. Many returned
impressed, even ‘starry-eyed’, at what they had seen, happy to share their
impressions over dinner tables, in lectures and conferences, newspaper and
journal articles, pamphlets and books. Most of the visits lasted no more than
four weeks, the normal duration of a Soviet visa. A few stayed longer or
returned for later visits. Some, those with specific skills useful to the young
Soviet state, were hired or at least offered their services as foreign experts to
help in the construction of the new socialist society.
The phenomenon was a truly remarkable one when considered alongside

the palpable mistrust at the time of the Soviet Union and everything that it
represented for conservative and even moderate opinion in most Western
countries. There was also some (though not yet complete) awareness, even
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amongst some visitors, of the repressive aspects of the Soviet state, especially
under the leadership of Joseph Stalin. Its tendencies to humiliate publicly,
imprison, or in various ways cause the deaths of its imagined domestic enemies
was bizarrely at odds with the regard in which many intelligent and humane
Westerners simultaneously held it. Not surprisingly, there have been many
attempts to explain this paradox. Until recently these have focused almost
completely on the Western visitors themselves. Some have stressed the naïve
gullibility of visitors, aided by the cynicism of Western journalists based in
Moscow (Muggeridge, 1972: 205–76). The latter enjoyed a pampered lifestyle
as long as they promoted favourable images of Soviet achievements.
Others have discerned within Westerners’ Soviet admiration a quest for a

more perfectly rational society, where scientific expertise shaped governance,
rather than private interest (Caute, 1988). Another interpretation posits a
quasi-religious search for the new certainties and hopes of a secular Utopia
(Hollander, 1981). These various sentiments were all the more potent for
generations that had directly experienced or grown up in the aftermath of the
Great War and had lost faith in the ideologies and institutions that had sustained
the old order. They were reinforced by the present realities of a worldwide
depression and mass unemployment, which the parliamentary democracies of
the capitalist countries seemed signally unable to combat. In some countries,
capitalist democracy was being supplanted by extreme nationalistic and corpora-
tist forms of authoritarian or totalitarian governance. In such circumstances, a
Soviet system that apparently transcended nation, class, race, privilege and the
vagaries of the market might well seem worthy of investigation, even emulation.
While evidence can be produced to support all these interpretations, none

are wholly convincing. Their credibility tends to depend on portraying visitors as
uncritically eulogising what they encountered in the Soviet Union. Yet,
although some visitors, often the most well known, did actually behave in this
way, many others, particularly those with specialist expertise, voiced criticisms
and suggested improvements (eg Ward, 2012). It was quite common for
Soviet hosts informally to encourage this. And as noted, some Western experts
were actually recruited to help build the new society. All this highlights the
main silence in older accounts, concerning the Soviet role in these links.
Recent work has, however, seen greater use of Russian sources, particularly
by Stern (2007) and David-Fox (2012), detailing how Soviet agencies actively
cultivated their Western contacts. Whereas earlier accounts could merely infer
that Soviet management of visits and information flows must have occurred, it
is now well documented.
The key agency was VOKS (Vsesoiuznoe Obshchestvo Kul’turnoi Sviazi s

zagranitsei – All-Union Society for Cultural Relations with Foreign Coun-
tries), created as a formal entity in 1925 (Stern, 2007: 86–131; David-Fox,
2012: 28–97). This body’s principal aim was to enhance Soviet ‘soft power’ by
facilitating and stage managing its international cultural, scientific and profes-
sional relations to foster positive impressions of the USSR in other countries.
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One important strategy to achieve this was to encourage the creation of
national networks of ‘friends’. ‘Friendship societies’, comprising Communists
and leftish progressive thinkers, soon appeared in many Western countries.
These were based on the pattern of the first, the German Gesellschaft der
Freunde des neuen Russland (Society of Friends of the New Russia), founded in
Berlin in 1923. The London-based Society for Cultural Relations between the
British Commonwealth and the USSR (usually known as the Society for
Cultural Relations or SCR) followed in June 1924. Similar organisations
appeared in other countries in succeeding years (the USA’s in 1926, for
example).
VOKS also played a central role in controlling the flow and nature of

information about the Soviet Union which reached foreigners. Through its
national friendship networks, it supplied information and publications, often in
translations (of varying quality), and responded (sometimes erratically) to
requests for specific information. Visits by foreigners were carefully orche-
strated, ensuring the Soviet experience was showcased in as positive a manner
as possible. The agency specifically identified key sites as positive models to
highlight Soviet achievements in all aspects of life, adapting through experi-
ence to include more ‘authentic’ insights into Soviet life (for example visiting
‘typical’ families in their homes). Part of the approach involved encouraging
criticisms and seeking advice. While there was probably some genuine basis
for this, it also served to flatter the vanity of visitors and encourage their
complicity in the great Soviet project to build a socialist society.
In its early years, there were also proposals from the VOKS leadership that

the agency might become an ‘export’ service, earning valuable hard currency
for the USSR. This option was not pursued in earnest until after 1929 when a
second organisation concerned with foreign visitors, Intourist, was formed.
This body was more completely organised as a tourist agency and was, to
some extent, a rival of VOKS. The general intention to show the Soviet
system in a very positive light remained but now with the extra aim of earning
as much as possible from foreign visitors. VOKS remained an important
agency particularly in dealing with the more specialist aspects of contacts. But
its role was certainly diminished and it found, for example, that its interpreters,
except for the most specialist tours, now had to come from Intourist.
Overall therefore, better understanding of Soviet priorities regarding their

contacts with the West has meant that less emphasis is now placed on the
insecurities and gullibility of the visitors themselves. These broader considera-
tions give a more balanced basis for understanding and assessing the more specific
circumstances that directly shaped Anglo-Soviet contacts in this period.

Anglo-Soviet contacts prior to Moscow in the Making

In several respects, British cultural and similar contacts with the Soviet Union
were less close and slower to develop during the 1920s than those with other
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major countries. There were, however, some important trading links, notably
those of the Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Company. This played a key role
in facilitating Soviet electrification from 1923 until 1933 and some 350 of its
engineers worked there (Morrell, 1994: 525). Soviet engineers were also
trained at the firm’s main works at Trafford Park in Manchester. The initial
signs were also promising in other fields and the SCR was certainly established
at an early stage, following the Labour Government’s diplomatic recognition
of the Soviet Union in 1924. Yet the SCR proved more independent-minded
and less compliant to the wishes of VOKS than its equivalents elsewhere
(notably France) (Stern, 2007: 133–8; David-Fox, 2012: 81–4). Its first President,
Margaret Llewelyn-Davies of the Women’s Co-operative Guild, resisted the
early efforts of VOKS to manipulate the new organisation. She argued that it
would be impossible to attract cultural, intellectual and professional figures of
any standing to an organisation that was simply a Soviet front.
The wider weakness of the Communist Party of Great Britain (CPGB)

compared to its equivalents in other Western countries was also important.
During the 1920s its appeal was limited within intellectual and cultural circles
(though this changed during the 1930s). Not least, the British government and
the establishment more generally became increasingly and at times hysterically
fearful during the mid/late 1920s of supposed Soviet activity within Britain.
This anti-Soviet mood was fuelled by a great deal of industrial conflict during
the early post-war years.
In 1924 the already failing first Labour Government was further damaged

by the publication in the Daily Mail of a forged letter purportedly from Gri-
gori Zinoviev (Bennett, 1999). He was President of the Communist Interna-
tional, Comintern, and the letter (later revealed as the work of MI6 agents) his
supposed call for those within the Labour Party who were sympathetic to
Communism to promote revolutionary activity. Conservative paranoia grew
further in 1926 when the General Strike, seen by some as a possible prelude to
wider revolution, heightened fears about Soviet support for strikers. In 1927
the Metropolitan Police raided the London offices of the Soviet Trade Dele-
gation and the Anglo-Soviet trading company, Arcos, seeking evidence of
Soviet subversion (Flory, 1977). Though nothing incriminating was found,
diplomatic links with Moscow were severed until 1929 when another Labour
Government restored them.
A few Britons did still manage to visit the USSR through the SCR, the

CPGB or other sympathetic bodies. For example, the children’s author, Amabel
Williams-Ellis, an ardent Communist sympathiser, and her brother, John
Strachey, one of the leading British Marxist intellectuals of the period, visited
in 1928, she to study Soviet schools (Ward, 2012: 501). But such movement
amounted only to a mere trickle compared with the growing numbers of
Germans, Americans, French and others who visited and worked in the Soviet
Union in the late 1920s/early 1930s (Kopp, 1990). Stalin’s instigation of the
first Five Year Plan in 1928, intended to accelerate the industrialisation and
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state-led collectivisation of the Soviet economy, created the demand for their
services. Thus American engineers designed and constructed new industrial
complexes, such as the Ford-style truck plant at Nizhny-Novgorod or the
giant iron and steel works at Magnitogorsk (Cohen, 1995: 81–3; Kotkin, 1995:
41–51; Cody, 2003: 100–9). The German architect-planner, Ernst May, also
established a sizeable brigade of architects and planners, largely comprising
those he had worked with in Frankfurt (Flierl, 2011). Their role was to plan
the towns and provide the housing for the rapidly growing urban population,
so that May and the Hungarian planner, Alfréd Forbát, planned the new city
at Magnitogorsk. Others, including some there because of ideological sym-
pathies, undertook similar tasks elsewhere.
With only a few exceptions, their British equivalents came rather late to

these Soviet possibilities and, indeed, any first hand sense of the urban changes
that were occurring under Stalin. In the main, their links remained those of
spectators but their numbers grew rapidly in the 1930s as early reports of
visits further quickened interest. In November 1930, for example, the
Principal of the Manchester School of Technology and another technical
education specialist visited the USSR and reported to the Board of Education
in favourable terms about the extent and quality of Soviet technical education
(UK NA FO 371/15621a). Reading their report, the then Under-Secretary at
the Foreign Office, Hugh Dalton, saw it as a clarion call to the West: ‘Unless
Western capitalism wakes up, it will be badly beaten by the Bolsheviks in the
competition of the future’.
This growing sense that the rapidly changing Soviet Union might in some

respects be superior to and thus a source of positive lessons for Britain inten-
sified the growing interest. Other fields were soon attracting governmental
and wider interest and the Soviet authorities were skilful in exploiting these.
During 1930, an attractive illustrated Soviet propaganda magazine, The USSR
in Construction (1930–41), began to appear. Its striking photography and design
fed the growing appetite for Soviet knowledge. What it promoted was a
heroic and inspirational image of a union of diverse people undergoing mas-
sive transformation into a modern socialist society. The deepening economic
crisis in the West heightened the interest. 1931 saw more notable visits,
including George Bernard Shaw’s during which he was fêted, had a private
interview with Stalin and reciprocated by extolling the virtues of the Soviet
system. On the eve of his departure, he left a message in the visitors book of
his hotel in Moscow often held to typify what many visiting intellectuals at
this time thought of the Soviet Union: ‘Tomorrow, I leave this land of hope
and return to our Western countries of despair’ (quoted Stern, 2007: 25).
Yet there were also expanding opportunities for exports of goods and ser-

vices to assist in this dramatic Soviet transformation. In June 1931 the British
Embassy in Moscow advised the Foreign Office about growing Soviet interest
in housing and planning and the intention to construct an underground
railway in the capital city (UK NA FO 371/15621b). This spurred other
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involvements, especially of officials and engineers from the London Under-
ground and private civil engineering consultants. Originally the Soviets had
favoured German ‘cut-and-cover’ methods for construction but these proved
impractical in the central core of the city (Robbins, 1997). One of the prin-
cipal Soviet engineers of the Moscow system had inspected the London
Underground system. He had been especially impressed by the recently rede-
signed Piccadilly Circus station, with its underground booking hall and esca-
lators. Stalin himself authorised deep tunnels and escalators, intent on making
the Moscow system a showpiece of Soviet achievement fully the equal of the
most advanced systems elsewhere. He also saw the potential of deep tunnels
for civil defence use in the event of air attack.
Soviet housing, architecture and planning also became other areas of

growing interest in Britain during 1931. In that year, the extraordinary cos-
mopolitan figure of Berthold Lubetkin appeared on the British professional
scene (Allan, 2004). He was a Georgian architect and planner who had trained
in the Soviet Union in the 1920s, with extensive knowledge of both Soviet
and historic Russian architecture and planning. This and his impact through
Tecton, the renowned modernist architectural practice he soon formed in
London with several British architects, ensured that he was soon in demand as
a lecturer and writer in professional journals. His own sympathies were Leni-
nist rather than Stalinist and he resisted the entreaties of some of his relatives
to return to his homeland (only doing so for a visit following Stalin’s death).
His career in London and marriage to a British colleague led to his UK
naturalisation in 1939.
Meanwhile, thanks to his own wife’s use of her Soviet contacts, the noted

British architect and planner, Clough Williams-Ellis was invited, with Amabel,
to visit the Soviet Union in June 1931, the first of many in his profession to
do so over the next few years (UK NA KV 2/784; Williams-Ellis, 1971:
183–7). Though he praised the scale and boldness of Soviet actions in his field,
he had detailed criticisms and did not entirely share his wife’s enthusiasm. Nor
did he take up his hosts’ invitation to work there, largely for financial rea-
sons – being paid in non-convertible roubles understandably had little appeal.
(The most prized foreign experts such as May were well paid, although many
who went out of political sympathy received only local rouble stipends.)
At much the same time as the Williams-Ellises’ visit, there were also signs of

a parallel official interest. A young planning inspector in the Ministry of
Health, Kenneth Dodd, began to collect detailed evidence on Soviet urban
and regional planning, learning Russian as part of this process (UK NA HLG
52/923). In May/June 1932 he visited the USSR and the following year
published a long article reporting the workings of the Soviet urban planning
system (Dodd, 1933). He also presented evidence about Soviet new towns to
the Ministry’s Departmental Committee on Garden Cities and Satellite
Towns, chaired by Lord Marley, another Soviet visitor (UK NA HLG 52/
725; UK NA HLG 52/734). By this time, however, governmental attitudes to
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the Soviet Union were shifting. The replacement of Labour by a Con-
servative-dominated National Government had obliged Dodd to publish his
findings and give evidence in a purely private capacity.
But if government attitudes were subject to political changes, the arrival of

Intourist had meanwhile combined with more widely growing interest to
encourage a proliferation of many less official and wholly private visits (Ward,
2012: 502–3). Several British travel agents began to specialise in Soviet tours,
including the Workers Travel Association which organised visits by trade
unionists and other left-of-centre bodies. The SCR had begun to organise
annual ‘We-have-been-to-Russia’ dinners in 1931 where the latest visits could
be reported, discussed and compared. But what had been relatively rare
experiences at the start of the decade now became more common. Over the
next few years, SCR income was boosted by its fees for arranging visits,
especially those of a more specialist nature, using its unique links with VOKS.
By 1937, close to 30 per cent of its revenue was coming from this source.
Other visits occurred through political contacts in the CPGB or direct personal
contacts with the Soviet Embassy in London.

Sir Ernest and Shena Simon

The September 1936 visit which led to the publication of Moscow in the
Making had much in common with many other Soviet visits during the
1930s. Lasting four weeks, it was arranged by the SCR, with personal facil-
itation from the charming and sociable Soviet Ambassador in London, Ivan
Maisky. VOKS and Intourist gave their usual assistance at the Moscow end,
identifying specific people to interview and sites to visit and providing inter-
preters (pp. v–vi). And the actual members of the group, remarkable though
they were in several ways, were otherwise fairly typical of many other pro-
gressively minded figures who were sufficiently curious about the USSR to
visit it during the 1930s.
The leader and instigator of the visit and the book was Sir Ernest Emil

Darwin Simon (Jones, 2004a). He rarely used the first of his middle names,
usually styling himself as Ernest Darwin (or simply Ernest) Simon until he was
ennobled (as Lord Simon of Wythenshawe) in 1947. A Manchester man, he
had been born in 1879 into an industrial family originally from Prussian Silesia
(Stocks, 1963). His father had arrived in Manchester in 1860 and within a few
years had founded two companies which later became the Simon Engineering
Group. When his father died in 1899, the young Ernest was still at Cambridge,
studying engineering. But when he graduated, he felt obliged to join the
family company and, as a very young man, take over the reins.
Like his father, Ernest proved a successful industrialist, far more so than

either his elder half-brother (who preferred a more leisured life) or three
younger brothers. These last three were in any case all killed in action during
the First World War making him the effective head of his wider family before
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he was forty. Yet, despite continuing throughout his life to play an important
role in the running of the Simon companies, Ernest had ambitions in public
service, becoming a member of Manchester City Council in 1912. Virtually
from the outset his business experience ensured that he played a key part in its
affairs and later served as Lord Mayor. He also had two short and not entirely
happy stints as a Member of Parliament for a seat in the city in 1923–4 and
1929–31. At both local and national levels, his main political interests were
public health (including smoke abatement), housing and town planning. He
became a widely acknowledged expert who lectured and wrote extensively on
these themes. Although he was not the principal driving force, his name
became associated with Manchester’s great project to build a municipal garden
city at Wythenshawe, towards which he gifted a sizeable parkland estate and
historic house to augment the City’s holdings.
As this suggests, he played many roles in Manchester’s intellectual, cultural

and political life, as leader, patron and benefactor. His political perspective was
progressive, initially expressed in Liberalism, combined with a humanist
agnosticism that bore no trace of the Simon family’s Jewish roots (Rubenstein,
Jolles and Rubenstein, 2011: 916–17). A friend of the famous editor of the
Manchester Guardian, C.P. Scott, he championed the city’s higher education
institutions, supported the Hallé Orchestra and much else of its cultural life
(Stocks, 1963).
He also became very interested in the London-based Fabian movement

before 1914 and was a great admirer of Sidney and Beatrice Webb. For their
part, they welcomed this intelligent and progressively minded young man
who combined great success in business with a commitment to enlightened
governmental intervention to promote human welfare. The Webbs saw
Fabianism as promoting an alternative to the unbridled economic liberalism of
the nineteenth century ‘Manchester School’ and Ernest Simon was well placed
to help promote that shift. His wealth was also useful in supporting their
favoured causes, notably the New Statesman magazine. For some years, how-
ever, his resistance to wholesale nationalisation prevented him sharing their
support for the Labour Party. In the 1930s, however, he began to shift away
from Liberalism and in 1946 joined the Labour Party, by then more selective
in its targets for nationalisation.
His partner in public and private life was his wife Shena Dorothy (Jones,

2004b). Many compared them to the Webbs with whom they were good
friends and had much in common. Shena Potter was born in Croydon in
1883 (coincidentally having the same maiden name as Beatrice Webb, but
unrelated). Like Ernest, Shena was from a wealthy family (her father was a
shipowner). Like Ernest too, she took a serious interest in public affairs from
what was originally a Liberal and humanistic agnostic standpoint, though she
moved to Labour in 1935, well before her husband. In the years immediately
before she married, she became keenly involved in the women’s suffrage
campaign, earning her own family’s and Ernest’s disapproval by supporting the
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militants (without becoming one herself). She also undertook research to
enhance women’s rights especially in employment matters.
These concerns continued, though after she married Ernest (in a Register

Office) in 1912 she involved herself just as deeply as her husband in public life
in Manchester. She played a more direct political role than Ernest in leading
the early development of Wythenshawe in the 1930s but her main interest
was educational reform. This was her main contribution, especially to Man-
chester through its schools, colleges and the University, and it became an
interest taken up by the Simons’ younger son.
Unlike the Webbs, the Simons raised a family with two sons, Roger and

Brian, though their daughter died in childhood. The spacious and comfortable
Simon home in Didsbury was permeated by a strong sense of serious endeavour
to improve human life in all its dimensions and at both individual and col-
lective levels. The younger son Brian recalled the great emphasis placed by his
parents on education in all aspects (Corbett, 2002). Thus the conductor of the
Hallé orchestra was persuaded by Ernest to help his sons with their music
lessons and the players of Lancashire County cricket team to coach their
sporting development. One of their sons and a nephew (neither of whose
identities is completely certain) accompanied the Simons on their 1936 trip to
Moscow (Robson, 1965: 67). To their father’s chagrin, though perhaps
unsurprisingly given the setting and the times in which they grew up, both
sons became Communists, Brian in 1935 and Roger in 1936 (Corbett, 2002;
Devine, 2002). More remarkably they both remained party members until the
CPGB itself expired in 1991.

William Robson and John Jewkes

The other two active members of the Moscow in the Making group were both
academics, combining between them the Simons’ links with London-centred
Fabianism and Manchester-based intellectual life. The former was represented
by William Alexander Robson, at the time reader in Administrative Law at
the London School of Economics (Crick, 2004). Born in 1895 to a Jewish
family and initially raised within the faith, he shifted to the humanist agnosti-
cism that characterised the Simons and many other Fabians. He was drawn
into Fabian circles towards the end of World War I, following an improbable
encounter with George Bernard Shaw whom Robson, then a Royal Flying
Corps (RFC) pilot, took on his first ever aeroplane flight.
Robson’s own connections with flight had begun some years earlier when

his father’s death, leaving the family in financial straits, had forced him to leave
school as a youth and go to work as a clerk to an aircraft company at Hendon
aerodrome. Such was his organisational ability that he became assistant man-
ager of the aerodrome while still a teenager. At the age of 21, by then in the
RFC, he published a book about aircraft which attracted the attention of
Shaw who was eager always to prove himself a prophet of the times. Having
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landed safely, Shaw suggested that this remarkably able young man, on leaving
the RFC, should attend the London School of Economics, providing him
there and then with a letter of introduction to Sidney Webb.
Following this advice, Robson progressed rapidly. Despite becoming a

barrister at Lincoln’s Inn in 1922 and with a glittering career in either law or
Labour politics a real possibility, he decided to return to the LSE in 1926 and
remained there for the rest of his working life. He specialised in administrative
law and by the early 1930s had developed a major interest in local govern-
ment and planning. It was this in particular which made him an obvious figure
to work with the Simons. His published output was prolific, already having a
string of important books and articles to his credit. In 1930 he co-founded the
influential journal Political Quarterly (with much support, financial and other-
wise, from Ernest Simon) co-editing it, for many years with Leonard Woolf,
until 1976 (Woolf, 1959).
The final figure of the Moscow in the Making quartet and in some ways its

most distinctive member was John Jewkes, Professor of Social Economics at
the University of Manchester. He was born in Barrow-in-Furness in 1902, his
father a sheet-metal worker and foreman at the Vickers-Armstrong shipyard
(Cairncross, 2004; Ricketts, 2004). Educated at the local grammar school and
University of Manchester, he worked first for the Manchester Chamber of
Commerce before embarking on an academic career at the University in
1926. He soon became an expert on industry and labour in the North West,
authoring several very detailed industrial, labour or area studies during the
1920s and 1930s. Through these studies he developed an acute understanding
of the relationships between market conditions, investment, employment and
wages.
This understanding also sometimes led him to a pragmatic advocacy of

governmental intervention in economic affairs when circumstances warranted
it and always with an economist’s understanding about how it would impact
on markets. In this, he exemplified the way the ‘Manchester School’ of
thought, facing the severe economic strains of the interwar years, shifted
towards more interventionist positions. However, though this would have
provided common ground with Ernest Simon, Jewkes was not drawn to
Fabianism, remaining at heart a classic liberal in his economic thinking. This
more traditional perspective became more evident in his career after 1945 but
something of it was apparent in his contribution to this book.

The making of Moscow in the Making

This was not, however, the main thrust of Moscow in the Making which from
the very outset was dominated by Fabian thinking. In his preface, Ernest
Simon is explicit that the book was stimulated, like so much of the Simons’
work, by Sidney and Beatrice Webb. In this case, the principal inspiration was
their two volume work Soviet Communism: A New Civilisation? which was
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published in 1935 (and re-issued two years later without the question mark)
(Webb and Webb, 1935). It is clear that the Webbs also helped more directly
by encouraging and making suggestions about the investigation (pp. v–vi). In
essence, it was a detailed investigation into some of the matters dealt with by
the Mossoviet, the Moscow City Government.
Little is known about exactly how the visit unfolded and how the evidence

used in the book was gathered. Some Soviet printed material was secured but
with great difficulty, even during the visit, and this was not an important
source. On the other hand, it is clear that meetings with Mossoviet and central
government officials were a major source. Sometimes these encounters
involved all the visitors while others were conducted individually. However, it
is not known who the officials they met were, what they said in their pre-
sentations and what the visitors gleaned from subsequent questioning. The
encounters with these officials were apparently of 2–4 hours duration though,
since none of the visitors spoke Russian, translation must have accounted for a
large part of this time. Overall, the group felt that the people they met had
been frank and open in their responses.
Further information came from visits to inspect and observe activities at

relevant sites such as schools or housing. There was some use of the opinions
of anonymous Russian professionals working at these locations. The experi-
ences of unnamed Western foreigners living or working in Moscow were also
utilised (eg pp. 161, 179). In addition, the visitors saw and, to some extent,
experienced Soviet life for themselves. Its rigid inflexibilities were evidently
amply displayed even in the hotel where the party stayed. How they recorded
and made sense of all the information they uncovered is not clear, though it may
be assumed that detailed notes were taken. During the visit the group met
each night to discuss their findings. Later, they also compared their own findings
with the impressions of other visitors, not just the Webbs. Thus Ernest Simon
(p. 183) contrasted his own views with those of Walter Citrine, the General
Secretary of the Trades Union Congress who published his own account in 1936.
As might be expected of this group of visitors, these four weeks were a time

of serious hard work. They resisted the temptation to engage in sight-seeing
(which their Intourist guides would doubtless have indulged). Ernest Simon
may incidentally have pursued some business interests, visiting a flour mill (one
of the Simon companies specialised in manufacturing milling machinery)
(p. 224), but this was probably a ‘local industry’, controlled by the Mossoviet.
Some of the party, though it is not known who, undertook short side visits to
Leningrad (St Petersburg) and Kharkov (p. v). It is not clear what purpose these trips
served but the two cities are referred to briefly for comparison in a few chapters.

Moscow in the Making: an equivocal verdict

Turning to the book itself, the focus of the individual chapters essentially
reflects the specialist knowledge of their respective authors. This was generally
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derived from British experience and each author made explicit comparisons
between this and what they discovered in Moscow. The coverage of the
Mossoviet’s activities was not exhaustive, however, and Ernest Simon regret-
ted the omissions, particularly of public health. However, several aspects were
covered in great detail. Thus Robson gave a lengthy overview of the
machinery and processes which comprised the Mossoviet. Jewkes investigated
its industrial role (radically different to any British local authority) and its
financing. Shena Simon provided a chapter on education. Ernest added six
shorter chapters, amounting to about a third of the book, including within
these a further chapter which comprised Stalin and Molotov’s decree approv-
ing (and summarising) the 1935 General Plan for the Reconstruction of the
City. His own chapters covered his interests in housing, construction and
planning (including a commentary on the 1935 plan). They also included two
concluding chapters which posed overall questions about how democratic and
how efficient the Mossoviet was.
The detailed evidence and interpretations contained in the book speak for

themselves, though some general points can be made about its overall tone
and broader features. The first is to emphasise that there were some differences
in the understandings of the four contributors about how Mossoviet operated.
Ernest Simon stressed that each author was responsible for his/her own chap-
ters, pointing out that Robson and Jewkes had each disassociated themselves
from statements made in the other’s chapter. Though nothing explicit was said
about the nature of these differences, they can reasonably be guessed. Thus
Robson, noting the absence of any concept of ultra vires (that a local govern-
ment could only act within powers explicitly authorised by national govern-
ment), emphasised the degree of autonomy from central control enjoyed by
the Mossoviet. While acknowledging the very great importance of Commu-
nist Party control from the very top, he also found there to be more scope,
especially than Jewkes, within the system for other views to influence the
decision-making process. He also believed that it was not an inherently
repressive system and saw a possibility that in time it might shed its repressive
aspects leaving the many positive features for efficient metropolitan government
which he clearly admired.
Jewkes, by contrast, was the most pessimistic of the quartet about the nature

of the Soviet system. He portrayed it starkly as a Communist dictatorship and
regretted the way that the Soviet people had little way of showing any pre-
ference in how the financial resources of the Soviet Union and the city of
Moscow were used. The almost complete subjugation of market processes and
the absence of any clarity over how the Soviet state raised its revenue left its
people no option but to accept spending decisions made on their behalf by
the leaders of the Communist Party. It meant that the Soviet state and the
Mossoviet could lavish immense funds on what was perhaps the finest Metro
system in the world as a showpiece of Communism. Yet Muscovites (and
other Soviet citizens) had no way of showing whether they wanted this or a
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more rapid improvement in the dire housing conditions in which so many of
them lived. His mordant conclusion was that the Soviet system had liquidated
any notion of consumer discrimination. For a classic liberal economist this was
a very depressing finding.
The Simons were closer to Robson and found important things to admire

in what they had seen in Moscow. Yet both were deeply perturbed by the
Communist party’s dominance and the repressive, anti-democratic nature of
the Soviet system. Shena’s conclusions express this very clearly. On the one hand
she highlighted the sheer exhilaration of being in a society where the educa-
tion of all children was evidently given such a consistently high priority and that
all those involved appeared undaunted at the huge scale of the task involved.
Yet, on the other, she could not entirely accept that what she had seen really
was education rather than political indoctrination. ‘It is magnificent – but is it,
after all, education?’ (p. 142).
Ernest Simon was similarly impressed by the enormity of the housing task

taken on by the Soviet Union. He found overcrowding existing on a scale
well beyond that found in British cities such as Manchester. Yet he recognised
that its solution would take a radically different form to that in Britain. For
climatic as well as political and social reasons Soviet city dwellers at least
would be housed in apartment blocks rather than the low density cottage with
private gardens that had become usual in English cities. More serious, though,
was the disappointing progress towards addressing the housing target, particu-
larly compared to Britain’s (historically very high) contemporary house build-
ing rate. Elsewhere in the book (p. 234) he describes housing as the
‘outstanding failure’. The Soviet military programme and other priorities had
to some extent pre-empted housing expenditure though he also blamed the
organisation of the building trade, not least the exceptionally short working day.
What most impressed Ernest, however, was the approach to the planning of

Moscow. The long (and genuine) debate about how Moscow would be
planned had led to clear decisions. For the first time a great city was to be
limited in size (a maximum of five million inhabitants) enforced by an internal
passport system. No private land ownership existed so that land use could be
determined solely on planning merits, rather than land values. The issue of
compensation to private landowners for loss of value, arguably the greatest
single handicap to effective planning in Britain at that time, did not arise.
Different options for Moscow’s development had been considered including a
satellite town approach and the idea of preserving old Moscow and building
an entirely new city alongside it. The chosen approach (about which Ernest
clearly had some doubts) was essentially one of city extension, although many
open spaces and a forest belt were secured as part of this. There would be
large investment in new major infrastructure, most notably the Metro, and
other projects, including a colossal Palace of the Soviets, as featured on the
book’s dust jacket cover and frontispiece. This was to be on the site of the
Cathedral of Christ the Saviour, demolished in 1931. (Though construction
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was begun in 1937, the Palace was never completed. The Cathedral was
reconstructed from 1995.)
In the final two chapters, Ernest Simon gave an overall verdict on what he

had seen in Moscow. Viewed together, they showed his (and it seems his
fellow authors’, certainly Shena’s) misgivings especially about the weaknesses of
democracy in the Soviet Union. He referred to the ‘extraordinary atmosphere
of suspicion’ (p. 224) that permeated all aspects of the city, so that making
notes in a public place or visiting a factory were subject to challenge and
heavy-armed security checks. He was also disturbed at the way certain sites
were barred (notably the Moscow-Volga canal which was being constructed
to allow Moscow to develop as a port). Here he reported the use of convict
labourers, many incarcerated for political crimes such as failure to be suffi-
ciently enthusiastic about the regime. 1936–7 also saw a growing Western
awareness of the ‘show-trials’ and associated humiliating public confessions of
those formerly senior figures in the Soviet hierarchy who had fallen from
favour. This was something which Ernest also found shocking and repellent.
Ultimately though, he was still prepared, like Robson, to acknowledge that,

in view of Russian history, particularly the years after the Revolution, and the
legacy of backwardness, that this might be merely a transitory stage. The
challenge for those involved in British urban affairs was to capture something
of the leadership and enthusiasm of Moscow while maintaining the freedoms
and ‘kindly tolerance’ of England (p. 227). Finding an answer to this problem
held the key, in his view, to the future of British democracy. He never fully
articulated how these things might be reconciled, perhaps because he did not,
with any confidence, know. However, a persistent strand of his interests
during this period and beyond was education for citizenship (eg Simon, E.D.,
1938). As in all aspects of his own life, he considered education at all levels
had the capacity to bring enlightenment. To this end he had founded
(in 1934), funded and generally inspired the Association for Education in
Citizenship (Howard, 1959; Stocks, 1963: 104–7). This was a body which
undertook research and created a network of powerful support for its ideals
and their realisation. Pursued properly at all levels, he felt these had the capa-
city not to indoctrinate, Nazi- or Soviet-style, but to give the people the
ability to reach collectively rational decisions out of a process of free discussion
based on genuine understanding.
Dealing with the question of efficiency in metropolitan governance, how-

ever, his final chapter is less equivocal. In housing, certainly, the results had
been disappointing. There were also other weaknesses. But the book left the
reader with a very positive impression of Moscow and its probable future.
Coincidentally a party of very senior officials from the Mossoviet, headed by
its leader, Nikolai Bulganin, also visited London in September 1936 (Times,
1936). (In contrast to Westerners visiting the Soviet Union, visits in the
opposite direction were quite rare at this time.) The visit prompted much
British discussion about the challenges facing the two cities and their
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respective capacities to meet these. Ernest drew on some of this debate to
preface his final thoughts in the book. Essentially he found Moscow far better
equipped to tackle the problems of metropolitan planning than London or any
other major city in the world. In his final paragraph, after making several
important conditions, he expressed his belief that ten years on, Moscow would
be well on the way to being ‘the best planned great city the world has ever
known’ (p. 234).

The impact of Moscow in the Making

In the event, several of Ernest Simon’s conditions were not met, largely
because of the war which changed many things, though it was to be over
fifteen years before this became clear. During the intervening period, relations
with the Soviet Union underwent several dramatic changes. The outbreak of
hostilities in 1939 and the Nazi-Soviet Pact of 1939 abruptly closed the
window on the Soviet Union which had opened during the 1930s. When
German invasion in June 1941 drew the Soviet Union into what was there
termed the ‘Great Patriotic War’ there were several years of extraordinary
closeness between it and Britain. The Soviets were glorious allies, respected
for their courage and tenacity in a common struggle against Hitler. But this
closeness was not based on the direct contacts of visits, at least for non-essential
purposes. Without this hiatus ever ending, relations again deteriorated from
1947 with the onset of the Cold War. It was not until after the death of Stalin
in 1953 that there was any hint of a ‘thaw’, allowing professional contacts to
resume.
By that stage, Moscow in the Making was much less relevant. But its impact

was very significant in the years immediately following its publication. It fed
the growing appetite within progressive circles for more detailed knowledge
about the Soviet Union during the 1930s. The specific examination of
Communism’s model city, promoted as a showpiece, went well beyond pre-
viously available accounts. The expert knowledge and reputations of its
authors and their balanced assessments, identifying weaknesses and negative as
well as positive features, enhanced its wider credibility. Moscow in the Making
thus made it increasingly possible to draw positive lessons from Soviet
experience without automatically being labelled as a Communist or fellow-
traveller. During later 1936–1937, the Simons spoke about their Moscow
research at a variety of events, often reported in the Manchester Guardian
(Manchester Guardian 1936; 1937a; 1937b; 1937c; 1937d; Simon, E., 1937).
They often dramatised the matters at stake by posing the striking question
‘Moscow or Manchester?’.
In this way, the findings and conclusions of the book were inserted into the

growing late 1930s debate about the proper role of the British state in welfare
provision and the spatial development of the national territory. Moscow in the
Making provided ammunition to those pressing in Britain for a bold national
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and comprehensive approach with clear targets for housing, education and
economic development, backed by wholehearted political support. It showed
how much more effective town planning could be if it also included powers
to control the development of factories and other sources of employment.
Above all, it showed the effectiveness of eliminating private real estate own-
ership and the land market so that land became simply a neutral platform upon
which a more rational, efficient and healthy spatial pattern of activities could
be placed.
Even as some of these issues began to be addressed officially in Britain in the

late 1930s, there was reluctance to acknowledge how far they drew on Soviet
lessons. Thus the 1939 report on planning in foreign countries prepared by the
Chief Planner of the Ministry of Health for the Royal Commission on the
Distribution of the Industrial Population, which had been established in 1937
made no reference to the planning of Moscow or other Soviet cities (Ward,
2007: 372–8). (It was not as if totalitarian states were to be excluded since
Nazi Germany and Fascist Italy were considered in some detail.) However, the
salience of the Soviet model grew inexorably during the Second World War.
Britain became to a large extent a centrally planned economy, and government-
orchestrated targets and allocation procedures largely replaced or greatly
modified market processes. Many wartime publications highlighted Soviet
achievements in fields such as planning, even mainstream professional journals
which hitherto had given them little attention (eg Ling, 1943; Ward, 2012:
506–8).

The evolving views of Moscow in the Making’s authors

Moscow in the Making’s authors themselves also became part of the more
Soviet-like British wartime state. Like many others Ernest Simon, Robson and
Jewkes were recruited as temporary officials into the burgeoning government
machine to help shape and operate its new functions (Stocks, 1963: 112–23;
Crick, 2004; Ricketts, 2004). Ernest Simon fulfilled a variety of roles in pub-
licity, manufacturing and the building industry (as Deputy Chairman from July
1941 of the Central Council for Works and Buildings in the Ministry of
Works). These roles, especially the last, gave him a significant place in plan-
ning for post-war reconstruction, in which he was already interested.
Remembering his Moscow research and encouraged by the appointment of
the Uthwatt Committee on Compensation and Betterment in planning, he
began pressing in January 1941 for the abolition of private land ownership.
Land nationalisation had been a significant strand of reformist concern

within the early planning movement in Britain before 1914 (eg Ward, 2002).
Between the wars many cities, not least Manchester, had greatly increased
their land holdings through their housing, slum clearance, parks and other
programmes. But the campaign for public ownership of all land had largely
languished, until the changed circumstances of war breathed new life into it.
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In an attempt to strengthen the case, Ernest contacted the (very short-staffed)
British Ambassador in Moscow, Stafford Cripps, in March 1941, seeking an update
on the 1935 plan for the city. Not surprisingly he did not get one but turned
his attention to the Deputy Prime Minister, Clement Attlee, who was also the
leader of the Labour Party. Simon argued that wartime, when the land market
was at its lowest ebb, was the ideal time to institute public ownership. Attlee
doubtless agreed but the Conservatives dominated the wartime coalition and the
moves in this direction remained more cautious, even after 1945.
The most enduring fruit of his wartime work was Rebuilding Britain:

A Twenty Year Plan, published in 1945, which called, amongst much else, for
accelerated municipal land ownership as a prelude to complete nationalisation.
He drew on foreign examples, starting with the USSR and referring to
Moscow as ‘the planner’s paradise’ (Simon, E.D., 1945: 129–33). Again the
absence of private land ownership in the Soviet Union was a critical advantage
and a positive lesson for Britain. Despite having received no new information
since 1936, he confidently predicted the 1935 Moscow plan would be nearly
complete by 1950.
Yet by then he also had positive democratic examples which achieved good

planning results under democratic systems, notably Stockholm and Zurich,
examined for his 1939 book, The Smaller Democracies (Simon, E.D., 1939: 35,
89–114; Simon, E.D., 1945: 157–62). He had also discovered planning in the
United States while on a three month official tour with Shena in Autumn
1942 to boost awareness of British wartime efforts on the home front. Like
others at that time, he was hugely impressed by the Tennessee Valley
Authority which he judged as ‘probably the world’s most successful experi-
ment in large-scale and long-term democratic planning’ (Simon, E.D., 1945:
133). Despite these discoveries, however, his judgement on Soviet planning
was more admiring in 1945 than in Moscow in the Making. The darker side of
the Soviet Union was not mentioned but the magnificence of its war efforts
were, for him, seeming confirmation that it really could achieve what it set
out to do.
However, this wartime generosity of spirit was certainly not shared by one

of his fellow Moscow authors. Rather more than Ernest Simon (or indeed any
of the others), Jewkes had worked at the very heart of the wartime govern-
ment machine (Ricketts, 2004; Cairncross, 2004). Successively he was Direc-
tor of the Economic Section of the War Cabinet Secretariat (1941), Director
General of Statistics and Programmes at the Ministry of Aircraft Production
(1943) and Principal Assistant Secretary at the Office of the Minister of
Reconstruction (1944). This intense experience of the operations of state
planning agencies in these years had a dramatic effect on his thinking, but
travelling in exactly the opposite direction to most of his peers. Rather than
being impressed, as was Ernest Simon, by the greater rationality and efficiency
that could be achieved by state planning, Jewkes feared instead its great capacity
for waste, inefficiency and undermining of cherished freedoms.
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He presented these views in a polemical but highly informed book called
Ordeal by Planning, published in 1948 (Jewkes, 1948). In this he combined his
observations of the British scene with frequent glances towards the Soviet
Union, other totalitarian systems and the democracies which now seemed to
be attracted to national economic planning. (Though Simon’s ‘planning’ was
more town- than economic planning, his proposals for housing, the building
industry and land brought them together.) Along with Friedrich Hayek,
whose 1944 book The Road to Serfdom (Hayek, 1944) had been a strong
influence, Jewkes became an early prophet of the anti-collectivist economic
liberalism that eventually triumphed in British policy thinking more than three
decades later. By that time the Soviet Union, once the land of hope, was
already nearing the point of terminal collapse.

Conclusions

Moscow in the Making remains a remarkable document of its time, a detailed
and expert insight on one very important facet of what was still a largely
unknown, but for progressive minds a fascinating, land. Some of the book’s
judgements now seem over-optimistic and over-charitable though they were
certainly less so than many of the other accounts that were then also in cir-
culation. Many positive aspects of Moscow’s governance and policies are
identified, particularly emphasising the boldness of the social programmes and
the decisive powers and policies which existed to plan the city effectively.
Also admired were the leadership and commitment and sense of exhilaration
which animated all these policies. Although there were some differences in
emphasis between the four authors, all acknowledged the severe weaknesses of
a Soviet ‘democracy’ that relied on indoctrination through education and
repression of counter-argument. Yet, with the exception of Jewkes, all the
authors appear to have accepted the assumption that the market system was
less efficient than rational state planning and associated loss of economic
freedom.
The book was also an exercise in international lesson-drawing by the

authors, using the Soviet knowledge which they had derived to inform and
fashion arguments about the future role of the state in relation to Britain’s
urban future. It was part of an evolving policy debate during a very formative
period, as new approaches to combat the perceived weaknesses of the pre-
vailing system were being rehearsed. These ideas briefly became part of the
mainstream during the 1940s. Increasingly however, a middle way that was
closer to a market system was restored during the 1950s with this aspect
becoming much more dominant from the later 1970s. In view of this, there is
perhaps a temptation today to discount ideas whose salience may now seem
completely depleted. Yet, as the book which follows shows, this is to close
our eyes to forces which did much to shape the character of the last century,
even in settings such as Britain which chose another path.
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